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While Hermiticity of a time-independent Hamiltonian leads to unitary time evolution, in and
of itself, the requirement of Hermiticity is only sufficient for unitary time evolution. In this paper
we provide conditions that are both necessary and sufficient. We show that PT symmetry of a
time-independent Hamiltonian, or equivalently, reality of the secular equation that determines its
eigenvalues, is both necessary and sufficient for unitary time evolution. For any PT -symmetric
Hamiltonian H there always exists an operator V that relates H to its Hermitian adjoint according
to V HV −1 = H†. When the energy spectrum of H is complete, Hilbert space norms 〈ψ1|V |ψ2〉
constructed with this V are always preserved in time. With the energy eigenvalues of a real secular
equation being either real or appearing in complex conjugate pairs, we thus establish the unitarity
of time evolution in both cases. We also establish the unitarity of time evolution for Hamiltonians
whose energy spectra are not complete. We show that when the energy eigenvalues of a Hamilto-
nian are real and complete the operator V is a positive Hermitian operator, which has an associated
square root operator that can be used to bring the Hamiltonian to a Hermitian form. We show
that systems with PT -symmetric Hamiltonians obey causality. We note that Hermitian theories
are ordinarily associated with a path integral quantization prescription in which the path integral
measure is real, while in contrast non-Hermitian but PT -symmetric theories are ordinarily associ-
ated with path integrals in which the measure needs to be complex, but in which the Euclidean
time continuation of the path integral is nonetheless real. Just as the second-order Klein-Gordon
theory is stabilized against transitions to negative frequencies because its Hamiltonian is positive
definite, through PT symmetry the fourth-order derivative Pais-Uhlenbeck theory can equally be
stabilized.
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1 Unitary time evolution for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
If for a time-independent Hamiltonian H one constructs a time evolution operator of the form
U(t) = e−iHt, then if H is Hermitian, the adjoint operator U †(t) is given by U †(t) = eiHt and the
unitarity of U(t) immediately follows. Moreover, if one introduces right-eigenvectors of H that obey
i
d
dt
|Ri(t)〉 = H|Ri(t)〉, (1)
then for Hermitian Hamiltonians the Dirac norm 〈Ri(t)|Ri(t)〉 is immediately preserved in time.
However, if the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian, conjugation of (1) leads to
− i d
dt
〈Ri(t)| = 〈Ri(t)|H†, (2)
with U †(t) now being given by U †(t) = eiH
†t, and with the Dirac norm then not being time indepen-
dent. Despite this, one cannot conclude that the time evolution associated with a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian is not unitary. Rather, all one can conclude is that the standard derivation of unitar-
ity for Hermitian Hamiltonians and the appropriateness of the Dirac norm that goes hand in hand
with it do not apply when the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian. While the above analysis shows that
Hermiticity implies unitarity, one cannot conclude that lack of Hermiticity implies lack of unitarity.
And indeed, a whole class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians has been identified for which time evolu-
tion is unitary in the sense that for them one can find appropriate norms that are preserved in time
(this being the sense in which the term “unitary time evolution” is used in the PT literature), with
the class being those particular non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that possesses a PT symmetry and
have energy eigenvalues that are all real (see the review of [1] and references therein). The purpose
of this paper, which in part serves as a review of work in the field, is to identify all possible classes of
Hamiltonians for which time evolution is unitary in this sense, with Hermitian Hamiltonians being
just one of the possible classes.
The key to finding the general rule is to recognize that if |Ri(t)〉 is an eigenstate of H with
some general complex energy Ei = E
R
i + iE
I
i , then on introducing some general time-independent
operator V , the V -dependent inner product 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 will be given by
〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 = e−i(ERi −ERj )t+(EIi +EIj )t〈Rj(t = 0)|V |Ri(t = 0)〉. (3)
This inner product will be time independent for energies that obey the two conditions
ERi −ERj = 0, EIi + EIj = 0, (4)
and will be time independent for states with energies that do not obey these conditions if an operator
V can be found so that for all of those states the matrix element 〈Rj(t = 0)|V |Ri(t = 0)〉 vanishes.
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The eigenstates of Hermitian Hamiltonians immediately obey these conditions with EIi = 0, E
I
j = 0
and V = I. However in the general case one needs a non-trivial V , and a thus non-Dirac norm.
To find the general conditions under which the needed V will in fact exist, we note that from
(1) and (2) we can evaluate the time derivative of 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 to obtain
i
d
dt
〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 = 〈Rj(t)|(V H −H†V )|Ri(t)〉. (5)
If now we require that the set of states |Ri(t)〉 be complete for the generalH , Hermitian or otherwise,
then the time independence of all 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 matrix elements will be secured if V obeys the
relation
V HV −1 = H† (6)
as an operator identity.1 The needed V is thus the one that effects the transformation from H
to its Hermitian adjoint H†. Conversely, if a Hamiltonian has the property that H and H† can
be related by an operator V as in (6), it follows from (5) that all matrix elements 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉
constructed with this V are time independent. The condition that there exists an operator V that
effects V HV −1 = H† is thus a necessary and sufficient condition for unitary time evolution. We note
that as defined in (6) the operator V depends on the Hamiltonian. Thus unlike the standard Dirac
norm 〈Rj(t)|Ri(t)〉, the 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 norm cannot be preassigned, with it being dynamically
determined by the Hamiltonian itself.2 In addition, we note that for any Hamiltonian that does
obey (6), both it and its Hermitian adjoint must have the same set of eigenvalues. Such eigenvalues
can thus only be real or appear in complex conjugate pairs. In our discussion below of PT -symmetric
Hamiltonians we will encounter precisely this same requirement on energy eigenvalues.
When there does exist an operator V for which (6) is satisfied, we can rewrite (2) as
− i d
dt
〈Ri(t)|V = 〈Ri(t)|V H. (7)
In such a situation the state 〈Li(t)| = 〈Ri(t)|V is a left-eigenvector of H as it obeys
− i d
dt
〈Li(t)| = 〈Li(t)|H. (8)
1We discuss below what happens when eigenstates are not complete.
2In this respect the situation is analogous to the difference between special relativity and general relativity. In
special relativity the spacetime Minkowski metric is preassigned, while in general relativity the spacetime metric
is dynamically determined. Moreover, the analogy even extends to the difference between geometric metrics with
Euclidean and Minkowski signature. Specifically, flat space geometric metrics with positive signature are the analog
of the standard Dirac Hilbert space norm, while flat space metrics with Minkowski signature are the analog of an
indefinite Dirac norm. Curved space geometric metrics with positive signature are the analog of the V -type Hilbert
space norm discussed here, while curved space metrics with Minkowski signature are the analog of an indefinite
V -type norm.
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In terms of the left-eigenvectors the 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 inner product can be written as 〈Lj(t)|Ri(t)〉,
with the inner product thus being the overlap of the left- and right-eigenvectors of the Hamilto-
nian. Because of (1) and (8) this inner product obeys 〈Lj(t)|Ri(t)〉 = 〈Lj(0)|e−iHteiHt|Ri(0)〉 =
〈Lj(0)|Ri(0)〉 and is manifestly time independent.
Recalling that the standard Dirac norm 〈Rj(t)|Ri(t)〉 = 〈Rj(0)|e−iH†teiHt|Ri(0)〉 is time in-
dependent (and equal to 〈Rj(0)|Ri(0)〉) when the Hamiltonian is Hermitian, and recalling that
unitarity is secured through the completeness of energy eigenstates, we see that though use of
〈Lj(t)|Ri(t)〉 = 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 norm and a completeness requirement on energy eigenstates we can
generalize the concept of unitarity to the non-Hermitian case. Thus even in the non-Hermitian case
we can secure time-independent evolution of inner products. Now regardless of whether or not a
Hamiltonian might be Hermitian, the Hamiltonian is always the generator of time translations and
U(t) = e−iHt is always the time evolution operator. For a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian that obeys
(6) the time evolution operator thus obeys
U †(t) = eiH
†t = V eiHtV −1 = V U−1(t)V −1. (9)
Thus for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that obey (6) unitarity is understood to mean that U †(t) is
not equal to U−1(t) but to its V transform as given in (9). Below in Sec. (3) we shall show how to
formulate unitarity in the scattering matrix language when the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian.
Now while we have defined a generalized inner product as 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 in the non-Hermitian
case, to be able to associate it with a conventional positive-definite quantum-mechanical probability
amplitude we would additionally need to require that all energy eigenvalues be real and complete.
Specifically, as we show in Sec. (3), in the case where all energy eigenvalues are real and complete,
we can bring the Hamiltonian H to a Hermitian form H˜ via a similarity transform. In such a
situation the 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 norm is transformed into the standard positive-definite Dirac norm
〈R˜j(t)|R˜i(t)〉 = δij associated with the Hermitian H˜, and thus has the same positive-definite prob-
ability amplitude interpretation. Inner products associated with non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that
are similarity equivalent to Hermitian Hamiltonians thus have a conventional quantum-mechanical
probability interpretation.
To explicitly construct a coordinate space representation for the probability amplitude we need
to represent the Hamiltonian as a differential operator in coordinate space. In the illustrative one-
dimensional case we introduce left and right wave functions that obey i∂tψ
R
i (x, t) =
→
H ψRi (x, t) with
H acting to the right, and −i∂tψLi (x, t) = ψLi (x, t)
←
H with H acting to the left.3 For these left and
right wave functions we obtain
i∂t
[∫
dxψLi (x, t)ψ
R
j (x, t)
]
=
∫
dx
[
ψLi (x, t)
→
H ψ
R
j (x, t)− ψLi (x, t)
←
H ψ
R
j (x, t)
]
. (10)
3To construct operators that act to the left in wave mechanics one uses a realization of the [x, p] = i commutator
in which the momentum acts as +i∂x.
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Thus when the integrand on the right-hand side of (10) is a total spatial derivative, asymptotic
boundedness of the wave functions secures both the time independence of
∫
dxψLi (x, t)ψ
R
j (x, t) and
its finiteness. If all energy eigenvalues are real, the overlap integral
∫
dxψLi (x, t)ψ
R
j (x, t) will be
proportional to δij with a phase ηj. However, with the overlap integral not being that of a wave
function with its own Hermitian conjugate, the overlap integral is not constrained to be positive
definite, and ηj could thus be positive or negative, or even complex. If all energy eigenvalues are
real then, the overlap integral can be written as∫
dxψLi (x, t)ψ
R
j (x, t) = ηiδi,j (11)
with ηj as yet undetermined.
In terms of left and right energy eigenstates of H it would be very convenient if we could fix the
phases of ψRi (x, t) and ψ
L
i (x, t) so that we could identify ψ
R
i (x, t) = 〈x|Ri(t)〉, ψLi (x, t) = ηi〈Li(t)|x〉.
With such a choice of phases we would then obtain∫
dxψLi (x, t)ψ
R
j (x, t) =
∫
dx〈Li(t)|x〉ηi〈x|Rj(t)〉 = ηi〈Li(t)|Rj(t)〉. (12)
Now we recall that in the event that eigenspectrum ofH is real and complete we can set 〈Lj(t)|Ri(t)〉 =
〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 = δij , and can thus recover (11). The utility of doing this is that when the eigen-
spectrum of a PT -symmetric Hamiltonian is complete one is able to introduce a C operator that
obeys [C,H ] = 0, C2 = I [1]. Such a C operator can be diagonalized simultaneously with H , with
its eigenvalues being given by Ci = ±1. With such a C operator we can set the phase of ψLi (x, t)
so that ψLi (x, t) = 〈Li(t)|C|x〉 = Ci〈Li(t)|x〉, and can thus identify ηi with Ci, with ηi now being
restricted to the values plus or minus one. In general then, when there is a similarity equivalence
to a Hermitian theory the appropriate PT theory probability amplitude is given by the positive
definite
∫
dxψLi (x, t)Ciψ
R
i (x, t).
In the event that some of the energy eigenvalues of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian are not real
but instead come in complex conjugate pairs, the relevant 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 matrix elements would
not then need to be positive definite as they would then be associated with transitions between
eigenstates of complex conjugate energy eigenvalues. Such transitions are discussed further in Sec.
(4). To summarize then, to obtain unitary time evolution the general rule is to define the inner
product as the overlap of the left- and right-eigenvectors, and so we need to ascertain the conditions
on H for which a V operator that satisfies (6) (and thus the left-eigenvectors that it then generates)
will necessarily exist.
2 PT symmetry and the V HV −1 = H† condition
When H and H† are related according to the similarity transform V HV −1 = H†, the secular
equation for the eigenvalues of H is of the form det(H−λI) = det(V −1H†V −λI) = det(H†−λI) =
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det((H∗)TR − λI) = det(H∗ − λI) = 0, where TR denotes transpose. Consequently, H and H∗
possess the same set of eigenvalues, with the secular equation det(H−λI) = 0 thus being real. With
the energies of a real secular equation either being real or appearing in complex conjugate pairs, one
can immediately satisfy (4) non-trivially, just as required. Conversely, if the secular equation that
determines the energy eigenvalues is real, then H and H† will possess the same set of eigenvalues
and thus be related by an isospectral similarity transform. Reality of the secular equation is thus
both necessary and sufficient for the existence of a V operator that obeys (6). Reality of the secular
equation is thus both necessary and sufficient for unitary time evolution.
The reality requirement on a secular equation is a condition that is encountered in PT -symmetric
theories (P and T denote parity and time reversal). Specifically, it was noted in [2] that if a
Hamiltonian is PT symmetric, the secular equation would be real. Moreover, it is not specifically
PT invariance itself that is required for the proof. All one needs is that H be invariant under
the action of the product of a discrete linear operator and a discrete anti-linear operator. For a
time-independent H , time reversal reduces to complex conjugation K times a linear operator that
acts in the space of the eigenvectors of H , with PT then acting as AK where A is a linear operator.
The essence of the proof of the reality of the secular equation is to note that if a Hamiltonian
commutes with AK, the secular equation is then of the form det(H−λI) = det(AKHKA−1−λI) =
det(KHK − λI) = det(H∗ − λI) = 0, with reality of the secular equation immediately following.
Discussion of the reality of secular equations dates back to Wigner [3], who considered invariance
of a Hamiltonian under time reversal alone. Modern interest in the reality of secular equations
was triggered by the surprising discovery that the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H = p2 + ix3 had
a completely real energy eigenspectrum [4, 5, 6], an outcome that was traced in [5, 6] to the fact
that while not time reversal invariant, H was nonetheless invariant under the PT product as T
transforms i into −i while P transforms x into −x. The utility of PT invariance stems from the
fact that complex potentials that are not T invariant might still be invariant with respect to a PT
product where P is an appropriate linear operator, and thus yield a real secular equation.
As noted above, in [2] it was shown that if a Hamiltonian is PT symmetric then its secular
equation is real. More recently, the converse has been proven [7], namely that if a Hamiltonian
has a secular equation that is real, then one can always find appropriate P and T operators under
which the Hamiltonian is PT symmetric. Consequently, PT symmetry of a Hamiltonian is both
necessary and sufficient for reality of its secular equation, and thus PT symmetry of a Hamiltonian
is both necessary and sufficient for unitary time evolution.4 The power of this result is that one can
determine whether or not a Hamiltonian can generate unitary time evolution entirely by examining
its symmetry structure under the action of the product of a discrete linear operator and a discrete
anti-linear operator.5
4This result has also been noted in [8].
5 In general in regard to issues involving Hermiticity, we should note the relation H = H† has no invariant
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Within the family of Hamiltonians that have real secular equations there are three particular
cases of interest [7]: (i) the energies are all real and the energy eigenvectors are complete, (ii) the
energy eigenvectors are complete but the energies include one or more complex conjugate pairs,
and (iii) the energies are real but the energy eigenvectors do not form a complete set and the
Hamiltonian is in non-diagonalizable, Jordan-block form. A possible fourth case, namely that the
energy eigenvectors are not complete and the energies include one or more complex conjugate pairs,
is not allowed for any individual PT -symmetric Jordan-block Hamiltonian since the energies of a
Jordan-block matrix are all equal (they all share a single common eigenvector) and could thus not
contain any complex conjugate pairs.6 Moreover, in [7] criteria were also provided for determining
to which of these three cases of interest any given PT -symmetric Hamiltonian belongs. Specifically,
as noted above, it is very convenient [1] to introduce a linear operator, the C operator, that obeys
the two conditions: [C,H ] = 0, C2 = I.7 In [7] it was shown that if every C that non-trivially
obeys these two conditions commutes with PT then we are in case (i), that if there exists at least
one C that does not commute with PT then we are in case (ii), and if there is no C that obeys
these two conditions at all then we are in case (iii). Thus as well as ascertain the unitarity structure
of a Hamiltonian via a symmetry condition (i.e. whether or not H commutes with PT ), we can
even determine which realization of the energy spectrum we are in by examining the structure of a
commutator (viz. that of C with PT ).
Moreover, in [7] it was shown that in the event of PT symmetry a C operator that non-trivially
meaning. The relation Hij = H
∗
ji is a basis-dependent statement that does not hold for the similarity transformed
operator H ′ = SHS−1, since even if H = H†, then H ′† = S−1†H†S† = S−1†HS† = S−1†S−1H ′SS†, with H ′† only
being equal to H ′ if S is unitary. Even though the statement that H = H† is not an invariant one, the statement
that the eigenvalues of an operator are all real and its eigenvectors are complete is an intrinsic, basis-independent,
property of the operator itself. The eigenvectors are complete even if they are in a non-orthogonal basis, with their
completeness entailing that one can find a basis in which they are orthogonal. In this paper centrality will be given
to statements that are preserved by similarity transforms, statements such as P 2 = 1, [PT,H ] = 0 that involve
products of operators.
6Even though no individual Jordan-block Hamiltonian could possess complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues, a
possible hybrid Jordan-block case was also noted in [7], namely Jordan-block Hamiltonians that themselves come
in pairs, one with all eigenvalues equal to some common E and the other with all eigenvalues equal to a common
E∗, and with PT symmetry taking each of the two Jordan-block Hamiltonians in the pair into the other. Since the
treatment of such hybrid cases follows that of individual PT -symmetric Jordan-block Hamiltonians given below in
Sec. (5) we do not discuss it further here.
7While explicit construction of this C operator is in general quite difficult, its construction can be greatly simplified
if the Hamiltonian has specific properties. For instance, consider the case in which a PT -symmetric Hamiltonian
is symmetric under transposition in some specific basis (to thus obey H = HTR, H† = H∗ in that basis), and
transforms as THT = H∗ under a time reversal operator T that obeys T 2 = I. Then in the basis a parity operator P
that obeys P 2 = I effects PHP = H†, a relation that often appears in PT studies. With V effecting V HV −1 = H†,
then in a basis in which PHP = H† we obtain [PV,H ] = 0. If in addition P and V are such that PV −1P = V , the
operator C can be written as C = V −1P = PV and will then obey both [C,H ] = 0 and C2 = I.
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obeys [C,H ] = 0, C2 = I will in fact always exist if the eigenspectrum of the Hamiltonian is
complete. Specifically, since one can always diagonalize any such Hamiltonian via a similarity
transformation, any candidate C operator that is to commute with the Hamiltonian would be
diagonalized in the same basis. Then, since the eigenvalues of a diagonalizable PT -symmetric
Hamiltonian are either real or appear in complex conjugate pairs, one only needs to use properties
of two-dimensional matrices to establish that one can always find a non-trivial C operator that
obeys C2 = I in the diagonal basis. Consequently, for diagonalizable PT -symmetric Hamiltonians
there will always exist a non-trivial C operator that obeys [C,H ] = 0, C2 = I in any basis.
Now in practice it may not always be possible to construct such a C operator in closed form.
Nonetheless, the analysis of [7] shows that in principle such a C operator will always exist. In
completely solvable models the C operator can be constructed in closed form, and in Secs. (3) and
(4) we present a simple example. In this example we are able to vary parameters in the Hamiltonian
continuously and go from a phase in which all energies are real and complete, to a phase in which
all energy eigenvalues are real but the Hamiltonian is Jordan-block, and then continue on to a phase
in which the energy eigenvalues appear in complex conjugate pairs and are again complete. As we
vary parameters the similarity transformation needed to diagonalize the Hamiltonian will become
singular in the non-diagonalizable Jordan-block phase. As we will see, in the Jordan-block phase,
the operator C will become singular too. Singularities in the C operator thus signal the transitions
between the different realizations of PT symmetry as parameters are varied. Having now discussed
some general aspects of PT symmetry, we turn now to an examination of how the unitarity of time
evolution works in each of the various realizations.
3 Unitarity when energies are all real and complete
In the event that the energy spectrum of a PT -invariant Hamiltonian is both real and complete,
there must exist a similarity transform B that brings H to a Hermitian form according to
BHB−1 = Hˆ (13)
where Hˆ is Hermitian. Then since Hˆ = Hˆ† we can set
B†BHB−1(B†)−1 = H†. (14)
Thus in the event the energy spectrum of H is both real and complete, one can always find an
operator V = B†B that will effect V HV −1 = H†. Such a V is not only automatically Hermitian,
all of its eigenvalues are positive, i.e. V is a positive operator.8 Moreover, since the eigenvalues of
8Since V is Hermitian it can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation according to DVD† = VD. Under this
transformation B†B transforms into E†E where E = DBD†. For any diagonal component of VD we can thus set
V Dii =
∑
k E
†
ikEki =
∑
k E
∗
kiEki, with all the eigenvalues of V thus being positive.
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VD are positive, we are able to construct a diagonal operator GD according to VD = G
2
D where the
eigenvalues of GD are the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of VD, with the operator GD thus
also being both positive and Hermitian. On defining G = D†GDD, we thus see that we can set
V = G2 where G is both Hermitian and a positive operator.9 (Analogous results have been reported
in [1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].) As noted in [1, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15], the utility of the operator G is that since
G is Hermitian the operator H˜ = GHG−1 is Hermitian.10 Since we have constructed two separate
operators that are Hermitian, viz. BHB−1 = Hˆ and GHG−1 = H˜ , these two operators must be
unitarily equivalent. With Hˆ = BG−1H˜GB−1, with B and G being related via B†B = G2, and
with G being Hermitian, we obtain (GB−1)† = BG−2G = BG−1 = (GB−1)−1, with the operator
GB−1 thus being unitary just as required.11 In an Appendix we demonstrate the above analysis in
a simple solvable case.12
In the event that the energy spectrum of a PT -invariant Hamiltonian contains complex conjugate
pairs, or in the event that the energy spectrum is not in fact complete, one can still find a V that
effects V HV −1 = H†. However, in neither of these two cases can the relevant V operator be written
in a V = B†B form. We shall discuss these latter two cases further below, but for the moment we
shall concentrate on the case where the energy spectrum is both real and complete
In the particular case where the energy spectrum is both real and complete we can use the
operators G and V to construct an appropriate norm. Specifically, we note that if for H˜ we
introduce a standard set of right-eigenstates |n˜i〉, the right-eigenstates of H are thus related to
those of H˜ = GHG−1 by the mapping |ni〉 = G−1|n˜i〉. Since G is Hermitian, and since it therefore
effects a mapping that is not unitary, the states 〈ni| = 〈n˜i|G−1 are not left-eigenstates of H . Rather,
it is the states 〈ni|G2 = 〈ni|V that are the left-eigenstates. Moreover, since the eigenstates of the
Hermitian H˜ obey the standard time-independent Dirac orthonormality condition 〈n˜i|n˜j〉 = δi,j ,
then by the mapping the eigenstates of H obey the time-independent condition 〈ni|V |nj〉 = δi,j .
With recognize the inner product 〈ni|V |nj〉 as being none other than the time-independent V -
9In the PT literature the positive and Hermitian operators G and V are often written in the form G = e−Q/2,
V = e−Q where Q is a Hermitian operator.
10(GHG−1)† = G−1G2HG−2G = GHG−1.
11Strictly speaking, the restriction to positive G is not mandatory, since if we constructed a G′D whose eigenvalues
are the negative square roots of the eigenvalues of V , through the use of G′ = D†G′DD we would recover the same
H˜ that we get using G. We could thus set V = (G′)2 and use a Hermitian G′ whose eigenvalues are all negative.
12In making similarity transformations in the presence of PT symmetry, we should note that we need to take
into account the fact that T is anti-linear. Specifically, if we set P = pi, T = τK = Kτ∗ where pi and τ are
linear operators and K denotes complex conjugation, and require that P 2 = I, T 2 = I, [P, T ] = 0, we obtain
pi2 = I, ττ∗ = I, piτ = τpi∗. If we now make a similarity transform SPS−1 = P ′, STS−1 = T ′ and set P ′ = pi′,
T ′ = τ ′K, then with pi′ = SpiS−1, τ ′ = Sτ(S−1)∗ we obtain P ′2 = I, T ′2 = I, [P ′, T ′] = 0, and pi′2 = I,
τ ′τ ′∗ = I, pi′τ ′ = τ ′pi′∗. If we transform a Hamiltonian H obeying H = PTHTP = piτH∗τ∗pi, we find that
H ′ = SHS−1 = P ′T ′H ′T ′P ′ = pi′τ ′H ′∗τ ′∗pi′, with PT symmetry being maintained.
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operator norm introduced above.13
The essence of the above analysis is the realization that when a Hamiltonian H has an energy
spectrum that is both real and complete, the Hamiltonian is either already Hermitian or can be
brought to a Hermitian form H˜ by a similarity transformation. However, if a Hamiltonian H is not
Hermitian the needed similarity transformation will not be unitary and the basis states of H will
not be orthonormal with respect to the Dirac inner product. Rather, they will form a skew basis,
with it being the similarity transform that puts the basis into an orthonormal form. PT -symmetric
Hamiltonians that are not Hermitian but nonetheless have a real and complete energy spectrum
are thus Hermitian in disguise. Consequently, they are unitary in disguise too, with it being the
V -operator norm that is the appropriate norm for the Hamiltonian.
It is instructive to recast the above discussion in the language of the S-matrix. For the above
|n˜i〉 basis first, we can define complete sets of in and out states that obey the standard closure
relations
∑
i |n˜iin〉〈n˜iin| = I and
∑
i |n˜iout〉〈n˜iout| = I. Given these relations one can show that the
scattering operator defined by S˜ =
∑
i |n˜iin〉〈n˜iout| and thus by S˜† =
∑
i |n˜iout〉〈n˜iin| immediately obeys
the unitarity relation S˜S˜† = I.
Since the in and out states of H˜ can be mapped into the in and out states ofH by the Gmapping,
an S-matrix operator in the |ni〉 basis can thus be defined via the mapping as S˜ = GSG−1, with
the adjoint S† being given via S˜† = G−1S†G since the operator G is Hermitian. As constructed,
the operator S can be written as S = G−1
∑
i |n˜iin〉〈n˜iout|G, and from the mapping thus takes the
form S =
∑
i |niin〉〈niout|G2 in the |ni〉 basis. In addition, the S˜S˜† = I relation obliges S to obey
GSG−1G−1S†G = I, i.e. to obey
SG−2S†G2 = I, G2SG−2S† = I. (15)
It is thus (15) that is the form that unitarity of a scattering process takes in a skew basis.14
While we have derived (15) by transforming to the Hermitian basis and then transforming back,
it is possible to derive (15) directly in the |ni〉 basis without needing to make any reference to
13With C commuting with PT when all energies are real, we can take all the energy eigenstates to be eigenstates
of CPT with eigenvalue one. In cases where we are additionally able to identify C as C = V −1P , and thus
identify C = PV and C† = PV −1 (which requires that P , and not just V , be Hermitian), we can write the norm
as ((CPTu(t))†, V v(t)) = (uTR(−t), P †Pv(t)) = (uTR(−t), v(t)) = ((CPTu(t))TR, v(t)), to thus recover the norm
used in [1]. Now in PT studies it is often the case that the operator V is non-local (by, for instance, involving
an exponential of the momentum operator). However, for those cases in which one can set C = PV , then when
taken between eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and thus between eigenstates of C as well, matrix elements of the form
〈1|V |2〉 can be written as ±〈1|P |2〉, since C2 = I. In consequence, even if V is non-local, matrix elements of the form
〈ni|V |nj〉 = 〈n˜i|n˜j〉 = δi,j possess the standard local positive-definite probability interpretation that we described
above.
14Because the only role of G is to convert a skew basis into an orthogonal one according to G|ni〉 = |n˜i〉, any
possible non-locality in G or in G2 = V would not prevent one from obtaining the standard S˜S˜† = I. Thus the only
impediment to defining an S-matrix at all would be the standard one, namely any non-locality of the interactions
that are to transform in-states into out-states, with any possible non-locality in G or V not being a cause for concern.
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the tilde basis at all. Moreover, there is a more general derivation that does not even require us
to restrict to the Hermitian V associated with the case in which all energy eigenvalues are real.
We can allow for energies that appear in complex conjugate pairs as well, but for either real or
complex energies we must still require that the energy eigenstates be complete. Specifically, we
note that for energy eigenstates, be they real or complex, it follows from (5) and (6) that the time
independence of 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 entails that states whose energies do not obey (4) have to obey
〈Rj(t = 0)|V |Ri(t = 0)〉 = 0. Consequently, such states are orthogonal with respect to the V -
operator norm, and on normalizing the states appropriately, for all energy eigenstates we can thus
set 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 = δi,j. With this orthonormality relation we obtain orthonormality and closure
relations for the in and out states of the form
〈niin|V |njin〉 = 〈njin|V †|niin〉 = δi,j , 〈niout|V |njout〉 = 〈njout|V †|niout〉 = δi,j,∑
i
|niin〉〈niin|V =
∑
i
V †|niin〉〈niin| = I,
∑
i
|niout〉〈niout|V =
∑
i
V †|niout〉〈niout| = I. (16)
If we now define an operator S =
∑
i |niin〉〈niout|V , from (16) we obtain
SV −1S†V =
∑
i
|niin〉〈niout|V V −1
∑
j
V †|njout〉〈njin|V =
∑
i
|niin〉〈niin|V = I. (17)
Consequently, for PT -invariant Hamiltonians unitarity of the scattering process thus takes the
equivalent forms
SV −1S†V = I, V SV −1S† = I. (18)
As a simple check on (18), we note that if S is written as the evolution operator U = e−iHt,
then because H† = V HV −1, it follows that V UV −1 is given as e−iH
†t. Then with U † = e+iH
†t, (18)
immediately follows.15 The relation given in (18) is thus the unitarity relation we want. While we
shall discuss the complex energy case in more detail below, as we had already noted, our derivation
of (18) holds even if some energies are complex. The issue here is not whether or not we can prepare
stable in and out states with them, but whether or not we need them for the closure relations given
in (16). In other words, suppose we have a PT -invariant Hamiltonian with N real energy eigenvalues
and M complex pairs. For such a situation, unitarity in the form given in (18) will only follow if in
the closure relations in (16) we sum over N +2M states (i.e. over N +2M channels), and not over
N states alone. For an unstable state that decays into some decay products, it is not possible to
construct a scattering experiment in which the decay products can be recombined into the original
15Unitary time evolution in the form UV −1U †V = I given in (9) has also been discussed in [16]. An equivalent
formulation of unitarity in the PT case may be found in [17], where it is noted that one can write SSPT = I
where SPT = (PT )S(PT )−1 is the PT conjugate of S. This relation follows since (PT )e−iHt(PT )−1 = e+iHt if
[H,PT ] = 0. Since C commutes with H , one can also set SSCPT = I where SCPT = (CPT )S(CPT )−1 is the CPT
conjugate of S.
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unstable state. Nonetheless the states associated with the decay product configurations still need
to be included in the closure relations.
As well as provide a formal derivation of our results, it is instructive to see how our ideas work
in a simple model. Since we can always diagonalize any Hamiltonian that possesses a complete set
of eigenstates, and since complex conjugate pairs would form a two-dimensional sub-block in the
diagonal basis, it will suffice to discuss a two-dimensional model. We thus follow [18] and introduce
the Hamiltonian (the parameters r, s and θ are real)
H = r cos θσ0 + ir sin θσ3 + sσ1 =
(
r cos θ + ir sin θ s
s r cos θ − ir sin θ
)
, (19)
with H being symmetric under transposition. While not Hermitian, this H is PT invariant under
P = σ1, T = K and thus has a real secular equation with energies being given by E± = r cos θ±(s2−
r2 sin2 θ)1/2 for any choice of values of the parameters r, s and θ. In the region where s2 − r2 sin2 θ
is positive the two energy eigenvalues are real and distinct. In this region we can define Hermitian
operators G and V according to
G±1 =
(
1 + sinα
2 sinα
)1/2
σ0 ± σ2
(
1− sinα
2 sinα
)1/2
, G±2 = V ±1 =
1
sinα
σ0 ± σ2 cosα
sinα
, (20)
where sinα = +(s2 − r2 sin2 θ)1/2/s, cosα = r sin θ/s.16 Using the G operator we construct
H˜ = GHG−1 = r cos θσ0 + σ1(s
2 − r2 sin2 θ)1/2, (21)
and confirm that H˜ is Hermitian when s2− r2 sin2 θ is positive. Similarly we construct V HV −1 and
confirm that it is equal to H†. Finally, we construct an operator C = V −1P , viz.
C =
1
sinα
(σ1 + i cosασ3) , (22)
and confirm that it not only obeys [C,H ] = 0 and C2 = I, it also obeys [C, PT ] = 0, just as it must
[7] since the energies are real.17
In the region where s2 − r2 sin2 θ is positive, eigenvector solutions that obey idu±/dt = Hu± =
E±u± are given as
u+ =
e−i(r cos θ+µ)teiπ/4
(2 sinα)1/2
(
e−iα/2
−ieiα/2
)
, u− =
e−i(r cos θ−µ)teiπ/4
(2 sinα)1/2
(
ieiα/2
e−iα/2
)
. (23)
16The eigenvalues of G are [(1 + sinα)/2 sinα]1/2 ± [(1 − sinα)/2 sinα]1/2 while the eigenvalues of G2 are (1 ±
cosα)/ sinα, and all are positive in the domain where s > r sin θ.
17As constructed, the eigenvalues of the C operator given in (22) are +1 and −1. With the eigenvalues of the
P=σ1 operator also being +1 and −1 in this case, we see that even though neither C nor P is a positive operator
their product CP = V −1 is.
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where µ = +(s2 − r2 sin2 θ)1/2. For the states in (23) the V norms obey the time-independent and
manifestly unitary orthonormality and closure relations
u†±V u± = +1, u
†
±V u∓ = 0, u+u
†
+V + u−u
†
−V = I, (24)
just as required. It is thus the V = G2 norm that it is the appropriate one for the problem.
Finally, as we discuss in detail below, we find that when we set s2−r2 sin2 θ = 0, the E+ and E−
energy eigenvalues become equal and the Hamiltonian becomes a non-diagonalizable Jordan-block
Hamiltonian. Consequently, G, V and C must become singular at this point, just as can be seen
above. Then, if we continue on to s2 − r2 sin2 θ < 0 the eigenvalues become complex and, as we
now show, G, V and C become non-singular again.
4 Unitarity when energies are not all real but complete
To determine what happens when energies are complex, it is instructive to study the two-dimensional
model in the regime where s2 − r2 sin2 θ is negative. Now the energies are given by the complex
conjugate pair E± = r cos θ ± iν where ν = +(r2 sin2 θ − s2)1/2. In this region we can define now
non-Hermitian operators G and V according to an appropriate continuation of (20), viz.
G±1 =
(
1 + i sinh β
2i sinh β
)1/2
σ0±σ2
(
1− i sinh β
2i sinh β
)1/2
, G±2 = V ±1 =
1
i sinh β
σ0±σ2 cosh β
i sinh β
, (25)
where sinh β = +(r2 sin2 θ − s2)1/2/s, cosh β = r sin θ/s.18 Using this G operator we construct
H˜ = GHG−1 = r cos θσ0 + iσ1(r
2 sin2 θ − s2)1/2, (26)
and see that H˜ is not Hermitian when s2− r2 sin2 θ is negative. Despite this, we construct V HV −1
with this non-Hermitian V and confirm that it nonetheless is equal to H†, just as it must be, with
the relevant V thus not being Hermitian this time and thus not being writable in the form V = B†B
for any choice of B. Finally, we construct an operator C = V −1P with P still equal to σ1 , viz.
C =
1
i sinh β
(σ1 + i cosh βσ3) (27)
and confirm that it while it obeys [C,H ] = 0 and C2 = I, because of its overall factor of i it does
not obey [C, PT ] = 0, as must be the case [7] since the energies are not real. As required, the C
operator given in (27) is singular in the Jordan-block limit where r2 sin2 θ − s2 = 0.
18The eigenvalues of G are [(1 + i sinhβ)/2i sinhβ]1/2 ± [(1− i sinhβ)/2i sinhβ]1/2 while the eigenvalues of G2 are
(1± coshβ)/i sinhβ, and neither is a positive operator in the domain where r sin θ > s.
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In the region where s2 − r2 sin2 θ is negative, eigenvector solutions that obey idu±/dt = Hu± =
E±u± can be constructed by setting µ = iν, α = iβ in (23), and are given as
u+ =
e−ir cos θt+νt
(2 sinh β)1/2
(
eβ/2
−ie−β/2
)
, u− =
e−ir cos θt−νt
(2 sinh β)1/2
(
ie−β/2
eβ/2
)
. (28)
For the states in (28) the V norms obey the time-independent orthogonality and closure relations
u†±V u± = 0, u
†
−V u+ = +1, u
†
+V u− = −1,
u+u
†
−V − u−u†+V = I. (29)
With the adjoints of the states in (28) having time dependences of the form u†+ ∼ eir cos θt+νt,
u†− ∼ eir cos θt−νt, we see that in (29) those overlaps that are zero have to vanish through the V
matrix structure of the overlaps since the time dependences in u†±V u± do not cancel each other
once ν is non-zero. For the non-zero overlaps the time dependences in u†∓V u± do precisely cancel
each other, just as required by (4). With the u+ and u− states in (28) obeying PTu+(t) = u−(−t),
PTu−(t) = u+(−t) (for time-dependent functions T effects u(t) → u∗(−t)), the non-vanishing
overlaps in (29) represent transitions between energy eigenstates and their PT partners.19
The most notable aspect of the overlaps is that the u†+V u− overlap is negative. However, this
does not herald the presence of a negative metric since the overlap is a transition matrix element
between different states and not the overlap of a state with its own adjoint. Moreover, rather than
being an indicator of a possible loss of unitarity, this negative sign is actually needed for unitarity.
Specifically, if we construct a propagator or resolvent operator for the above Hamiltonian, it will
have the form of matrix elements of the states divided by energy denominators:
D(E) =
u†−V u+
E − (ER − iEI) +
u†+V u−
E − (ER + iEI) , (30)
and thus evaluate to
D(E) =
1
E − (ER − iEI) −
1
E − (ER + iEI) =
−2iEI
(E −ER)2 + E2I
. (31)
Other than the overall factor of 2, the imaginary part of this propagator is the same as that of a
standard Breit-Wigner
DBW(E) =
1
E − (ER − iEI) =
E −ER − iEI
(E −ER)2 + E2I
. (32)
19This transition structure also holds when all energy eigenvalues are real. With the overall phases of the states in
(23) being chosen so that the eigenvalues of the anti-linear PT operator are equal to +1 and −1 (so that PTu±(t) =
±u±(−t), Cu±(t) = ±u±(t), CPTu±(t) = u±(−t)), the non-zero overlaps are between states and themselves as they
are their own PT partners. (This PT structure of energy eigenstates is generic, since, as noted in [1], for real energies
the energy eigenstates are eigenstates of PT , and for complex conjugate energies the energy eigenstates transform
into each other under PT .)
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The negative sign of u†+V u− thus compensates for the positive sign of the imaginary part of the
energy of the u+ state, with its contribution to the imaginary part of D(E) then being negative
rather than positive.
In passing we note that an effect similar to this is observed in Lee-Wick electrodynamics [19,
20, 21], where a pair of states with complex conjugate energies combine as in (31) to produce a
unitary propagator. The difference between the approach here and that of Lee and Wick is that Lee
and Wick attributed the needed minus sign in (31) to an intrinsic property of the Hilbert space by
employing a preassigned indefinite metric in which u†−u− (the overlap of u− with itself) is taken to
be negative and the closure relation is of the generic, so-called Krein space, form u+u
†
+−u−u†− = I.
In our work here we do not work with an indefinite metric, nor do we preassign the metric. Rather
the V inner product is determined by the theory itself, with the V norm not being a universal
norm but being one that depends each time on the particular form of the Hamiltonian, as it is
defined as the operator that effects V HV −1 = H†. (As noted in [22], the indefinite Krein space
norm is equivalent to the PT norm in which one builds scalar products out of states and their PT
conjugates, whereas the V norm is equivalent to the CPT norm in which one builds scalar products
out of states and their CPT conjugates with the C operator being Hamiltonian dependent.)
In fact, in general the key difference between the norms needed for Hermitian theories and PT
theories is that while the Hermitian case norm can be assigned a priori (c.f. the Dirac norm or
its quasi-Hermitian negative metric Krein space generalization), for PT theories each Hamiltonian
determines its own V norm. It was by taking advantage of this fact that Bender and Mannheim
[23, 24, 25] were able to show that theories based on the fourth-order propagator D(k2) = 1/k2 −
1/(k2 + M2) were unitary theories that did not need to be formulated in an indefinite metric
Hilbert space. (With the poles of this fourth-order propagator being both real and complete, the
associated Hilbert space closure relation is of the generic form u+u
†
+V + u−u
†
−V = I given in
(24), with the relative minus sign in the fourth-order propagator being associated with a negative
eigenvalue of a C operator that obeys C = PV [25].) Moreover, by establishing that the fourth-
order derivative conformal gravity theory is a PT theory, conformal gravity is now able to emerge
as a fully renormalizable and unitary theory of quantum gravity in four spacetime dimensions
[22, 26, 27, 28]. Some other examples in which PT symmetry has been used to remove Dirac norm
ghosts and secure unitarity may be found in [29] and [30].
While it is nice to see that D(E) recovers the standard Breit-Wigner form as given above, our
results actually go further than that as they provide some justification for the use of the standard
DBW(E) in the first place. Specifically, if one works with a general complex potential, i.e. with
one for which (4) is not obeyed, one would not get unitary time evolution. If for instance we work
with a complex potential that has just one energy eigenstate with wave function ψ = e−iERt+EI t,
the probability would be given as ψ∗ψ = e−2EI t and not be preserved in time, and would even grow
in time if EI is negative. Hence, if we wish to describe absorption or decay processes in a time-
preserving manner, we must augment this state with its complex conjugate partner and include the
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contribution of the partner to D(E). Our approach is thus well-suited to a scattering process in
which the in and out states long before and long after a collision are real eigenvalue eigenstates of
a PT -invariant Hamiltonian H0, with the states scattering through some short-range PT -invariant
interaction HINT for which H0 +HINT has complex eigenvalues. In such a situation the interaction
would generate two poles at ER ± iEI that would be on the same Riemann sheet and combine just
as in (31).20
The fact that the two complex conjugate poles are on the same Riemann sheet has an interesting
consequence: it enables the two poles to be located within the same contour in the complex energy
plane rather than be in different contours. In consequence, the theory will be causal. Specifically,
with two complex conjugate poles having opposite imaginary parts, one of the poles would have to
appear above the real energy axis and one below. Now when one only has to deal with poles with
real energies (such as the D(E) = 1/E+ + 1/E− propagator associated with (24)), to construct a
causal, retarded propagator, one locates all the poles slightly below the real axis, with a contour
integration then giving no pole contribution if one closes the contour in the upper-half plane. If
one simply repeats this prescription when there is a pole in the upper-half plane, on closing the
contour above the real axis one then gets a non-zero pole contribution and causality violations
result. However, as discussed for instance in [31], for complex conjugate pairs of poles one can use
an alternate contour instead. Specifically, one can deform the contour to pass above any pole in
the upper-half plane. Then when one closes this deformed contour in the upper-half plane, one still
gets no pole contribution and the propagator is causal, and when one closes the deformed contour
in the lower-half plane, both complex poles contribute, just as in (31). For PT theories then, to
maintain causality, the prescription is to make the choice of contour dynamics dependent (just as is
done with the PT -theory Hilbert space metric), so that as interactions cause poles to move off the
real axis the contour must move along with them so that all the poles remain below it, a meaningful
procedure if all the poles are on the same Riemann sheet.21
5 Unitarity when energies are all real but incomplete
When a Hamiltonian is diagonalizable, one does not need to distinguish between the eigenvalue
solutions to the secular equation det(H − λI) = 0 and the eigenvalue solutions to Hψ = Eψ since
the two sets of solutions coincide. However, when a Hamiltonian is not diagonalizable, the number
of eigensolutions to Hψ = Eψ is less than the number of eigenvalue solutions to det(H − λI) = 0,
and the spectrum of H is incomplete. A typical example of a non-diagonalizable, Jordan-block,
20It would be of interest to see if the factor of 2 in (31) might lead to some observable consequence, perhaps in the
determination of branching ratios.
21It could be of interest to see if the causality problems that are met in Lee-Wick electrodynamics [19, 20, 21, 31]
might originate in the use of a preassigned Krein space norm rather than the dynamically determined V norm.
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matrix is the two-dimensional matrix M
M =
(
a 1
0 a
)
. (33)
Its secular equation |M − λI| = 0 has two solutions for λ, both of which are equal to a (and
incidentally both solutions are real when a is real even though an M with real a is not Hermitian),
but M has only one right-eigenvector and equally only one left-eigenvector, viz.(
a 1
0 a
)(
1
0
)
= a
(
1
0
)
, a ( 0 1 ) = ( 0 1 )
(
a 1
0 a
)
. (34)
Despite the lack of completeness of its eigenstates, if the secular equation det(H − λI) = 0
of a Hamiltonian is real, H and its adjoint H† will still be related by (6), i.e. still be related
V HV −1 = H† for some operator V . For the example of (33) the secular equation will be real when
a is real, and V will then be given by V = σ1.
22 More generally, for a non-diagonalizable matrix
of arbitrary dimensionality, Jordan showed that via a sequence of similarity transformations any
such matrix can always be brought to the Jordan canonical form in which all of the elements on
the diagonal are equal to each other, and the only non-zero off-diagonal elements are all real and
all lie on the superdiagonal immediately above the diagonal. With the non-zero elements on the
superdiagonal not contributing to the secular equation since all the other non-diagonal elements
of the matrix are zero, the elements on the diagonal of a Jordan-block matrix are the eigenvalue
solutions to the secular equation. Since all the eigenvalues of a Jordan-block matrix have to be
equal to each other, the reality of the secular equation of a Jordan-block matrix requires that all of
its solutions be real, since any complex conjugate pair of solutions could not be equal to each other.
Thus for any Jordan-block matrix whose secular equation is real, we see that all the elements of the
matrix are real, with the Hermitian adjoint of the matrix thus being equal to its transpose. Since
a transposition matrix always exists in any dimension (an explicit construction is given in [7]), the
transposition matrix serves as V . Thus for any Jordan-block matrix with a real secular equation,
one can always find an operator V that effects V HV −1 = H†.
Moreover, in the Jordan-block case the converse also holds. Specifically if one can find a V
operator that effects V HV −1 = H†, the secular equation will be real since the invariance of a
determinant under similarity transforms is insensitive to Jordan-block structures. Thus even in the
22For the 2-dimensional example given in (19), when we let α go to zero the two eigenvalues E+ and E− both
become become equal to r cos θ, and the two eigenvectors u+ and u− in (23) collapse onto a single eigenvector, with
the Hamiltonian becoming Jordan block in the limit. At the point where α becomes zero, both V and C become
undefined, just as they must because α = 0 is the transition point between the phase where the energies are real
and the phase where they are complex. Despite this, H and H† themselves (as well as P and T ) remain well-defined
when α → 0 since one just sets s = r sin θ in H . Despite the fact that both V and V −1 become undefined in the
limit, the product V HV −1 remains well-defined, and thus continues to be equal to H†.
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Jordan-block case PT invariance is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a V operator that
effects V HV −1 = H†.
With (5) holding for any states that obey (1) and (2), (5) will hold for non-stationary as well
as stationary solutions to (1). Now in the Jordan-block case the lack of energy eigenstates is
compensated for (see e.g. [25]) by the presence of non-stationary solutions that typically behave as
powers of t. For every missing stationary solution one finds a power-behaved in t solution.23 The
set of all stationary plus non-stationary solutions combined is thus complete.24 Since the stationary
plus non-stationary solutions are complete, we can use (5) to infer that in the Jordan-block case
time evolution of wave packets will be unitary if and only if one can find a V operator that effects
V HV −1 = H†. Thus, as noted in [25], even though the non-stationary solutions are power-behaved
in t, packets containing them and the stationary solutions will still evolve with a probability that
is preserved in time.25
6 Constructing the non-diagonalizable case as a limit of a
diagonalizable one
In the previous section we had shown that for the Jordan-block Hamiltonian given in (33) one
could still find a well-defined V = σ1 that effects V HV
−1 = H†. However for our example of the
HamiltonianH = r cos θσ0+ir sin θσ3+sσ1 given in (19), we found that the V = G
2 operator became
singular in the Jordan-block limit in which we set s2−r2 sin2 θ = 0. This is of course to be expected
since G brings H to a Hermitian form via GHG−1 = H˜, and Jordan-block Hamiltonians cannot be
diagonalized. This then raises the question of whether for a Hamiltonian such as H = r cos θσ0 +
ir sin θσ3 + sσ1 we could find some other V that effects V HV
−1 = H† when s2 − r2 sin2 θ 6= 0, with
this latter V then being well-defined in the s2−r2 sin2 θ → 0 limit, a limit in which it would continue
to effect V HV −1 = H†. As we now show, one can indeed construct such a V , with there thus being
two classes of operators that effect V HV −1 = H† for Hamiltonians whose energy eigenspectra are
real and complete, one class being related to the transformation that brings a Hamiltonian to a
23As the parameter µ becomes very small, the e−iµt and e+iµt phases of the two typical solutions given in (23)
behave as (1 − iµt) and (1 + iµt), with the combination (u+ − u−)/µ limiting to a form that is linear in t.
24Since non-diagonalizable Hamiltonians can be constructed as limits of diagonalizable ones, the completeness of
the eigenstates of a diagonalizable Hamiltonian translates into the completeness of the stationary plus non-stationary
solutions to the non-diagonalizable one, with the counting being as given in [25].
25As noted above, for a diagonalizable PT -symmetric Hamiltonian H the time derivative of a probability of the
form 〈n|V |m〉 = ∫ dV ψLnCmψRm given in [25] and [26] can be written as an asymptotic surface term. This probability
will be preserved in time if the left- and right-eigenfunctions ψLn and ψ
R
m of H are well-behaved at large distances.
When a non-diagonalizable Hamiltonian is constructed as the limit of a diagonalizable one, the behavior of ψLn and
ψRm is modified in time but not in space. Thus the asymptotic surface term continues to vanish, and
∫
dV ψLnCmψ
R
m
continues to be time independent.
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Hermitian form and the other being related to the Jordan-block limit of a Hamiltonian should it
have one.
Immediate inspection of the Hamiltonian H = r cos θσ0 + ir sin θσ3 + sσ1 shows that this latter
class of V operators is not empty, since no matter what the value of s2 − r2 sin2 θ, the operator σ1
effects
σ1Hσ1 = σ1(r cos θσ0 + ir sin θσ3 + sσ1)σ1 = r cos θσ0 − ir sin θσ3 + sσ1 = H†, (35)
doing so not only in both the s2 − r2 sin2 θ > 0 and s2 − r2 sin2 θ < 0 phases but even doing so in
the s2 − r2 sin2 θ = 0 Jordan-block limit as well. To understand why we have found two classes of
V operator, we note that when we originally obtained (14), viz. B†BHB−1(B†)−1 = H†, and then
identified V = B†B, we could have replaced (14) by
B†BCHCB−1(B†)−1 = H†, (36)
since the C operator introduced above obeys [C,H ] = 0 and C2 = I. Thus instead of identifying
V = B†B we could equally well have identified a new V ′ according to V ′ = B†BC, so that in terms
of the original V the new V ′ is given by V ′ = V C. However, since for the particular H given in
(19) the original V obeyed V = PC, C = V −1P = PV (P 2 being equal to one), we thus have
V ′ = V C = P, (37)
and thus
PHP = H†. (38)
As we see, both P and PC are able to serve as the operator needed to effect V HV −1 = H†. In
the Jordan-block limit C, and thus PC, is singular while P is not. The singular operator PC = V
is thus associated with the diagonalization of H , while the non-singular P can continue to effect
PHP = H† even in the Jordan-block limit. The discussion here thus highlights the utility of the
C operator. Starting with a V ′ = P that effects PHP = H†, we construct V = G2 = V ′C = PC,
with the operator G then enabling us to bring H to a Hermitian form GHG−1 = H˜ .
7 Additional comments
7.1 PT symmetry and path integration
In this paper we have shown how PT invariance of a Hamiltonian is intimately connected with
unitary time evolution. We have identified three distinct ways in which a PT symmetry of a
Hamiltonian can be implemented, viz. the energy eigenspectrum of the Hamiltonian is real and
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complete, the energy eigenspectrum contains complex conjugate pairs but is still complete, the
energy eigenspectrum is real but incomplete. In each case we have shown that time evolution is
unitary. In all of these cases the crucial common ingredient is not the reality of the energy eigenvalues
but the reality of the secular equation that determines them. Since any non-real secular equation
would have to possess at least one complex eigenvalue that is not part of a complex conjugate pair,
the analysis of (3) and (4) shows that time evolution could not then be unitary. Reality of the
secular equation is thus the necessary and sufficient condition for unitary time evolution.
Given the centrality of the reality of the secular equation itself rather than the reality of its
solutions, one not only recognizes PT symmetry as having primacy over Hermiticity, one has to
then ask how it is that Hermiticity actually comes into physics in the first place. As a requirement
on quantum operators Hermiticity has quite a few shortcomings. Firstly, the primary reason for
imposing it is that it leads to real eigenvalues. However, as we have seen, non-Hermitian Hamiltoni-
ans can just as easily have real eigenvalues as Hermitian ones, with Hermiticity only being sufficient
for reality but not necessary. Secondly, as stressed in [1], unlike PT symmetry, Hermiticity is a
mathematical rather than a physical requirement. Thirdly, PT symmetry can be imposed at the
level of the unconstrained Lagrangian, and when imposed it holds on every path stationary or non-
stationary. However, Hermiticity is only imposed on the stationary Hamiltonian, with the Hilbert
space only being constructed in the stationary solution. Since the non-stationary paths play a role
in path integral quantization, to appreciate the utility of PT symmetry it is instructive to discuss
the role that path integrals play in quantum mechanics.
To understand the issues involved we quickly review path integration as it appears in conven-
tional Hermitian quantum mechanics. In Hermitian quantum mechanics one introduces a retarded
propagator G(x′, t′; x, t) that propagates a wave function ψ(x, t) at time t to a wave function ψ(x′, t′)
at a later time t′ according to ψ(x′, t′) = i
∫
dxG(x′, t′; x, t)ψ(x, t). If ψ(x, t) obeys the Schro¨dinger
equation i∂tψ(x, t) = H(x,−i∂x, t)ψ(x, t), then G(x′, t′; x, t) obeys the propagator equation
[i∂t′ −H(x′,−i∂x′ , t′)]G(x′, t′; x, t) = δ(x− x′)δ(t− t′). (39)
In Hermitian quantum mechanics there are various equivalent representations for this propagator.
When the Hamiltonian is Hermitian, one can introduce a complete set of energy eigenfunctions ui(x)
with energy Ei that obey
∫
dxu∗i (x)uj(x) = δi,j,
∑
i u
∗
i (x
′)ui(x) = δ(x−x′). In terms of these eigen-
functions one can represent the propagator as G(x′, t′; x, t) = −iθ(t′−t)∑i u∗i (x′)ui(x)e−iEi(t′−t), and
one can verify directly that it obeys the propagator equation (39). A second way to represent the
propagator is as the matrix element −iθ(t′ − t)〈x, t|x′t′〉 = −iθ(t′ − t)〈x|e−iH(t′−t)|x′〉, since the in-
sertion of
∑
i |i〉〈i| = I as summed over a complete basis of energy eigenstates and the identifications
ui(x) = 〈x|i〉, u∗i (x′) = 〈i|x′〉 leads straight back toG(x′, t′; x, t) = −iθ(t′−t)
∑
i u
∗
i (x
′)ui(x)e
−iEi(t
′−t).
A third way to represent the propagator is given via the Feynman path integral. Here one breaks
up the time interval t′− t into infinitesimal time slices and introduces complete sets of position and
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momentum eigenstates at each time slice. Thus for the Hamiltonian H = pˆ2/2m + V (xˆ) where pˆ
and xˆ are the momentum and position operators, we set t′ = t + ǫ, and to lowest order in ǫ we
straightforwardly obtain
G(x′, t+ ǫ; x, t) = −iθ(ǫ)〈x|
[
1− iǫ pˆ
2
2m
− iǫV (xˆ)
]
|x′〉
= −iθ(ǫ)
[
δ(x′ − x)[1− iǫV¯ (x, x′)]− iǫ
∫
dp
2π
p2
2m
eip(x
′−x)
]
= −iθ(ǫ)
∫
dp
2π
eip(x
′−x)
[
1− iǫ p
2
2m
− iǫV¯ (x′x)
]
= −iθ(ǫ)
∫ dp
2π
exp
[
ip(x′ − x)− iǫ p
2
2m
− iǫV¯ (x′x)
]
= −iθ(ǫ)
(
m
2πiǫ
)1/2
exp
[
im(x′ − x)2
2ǫ
− iǫV¯ (x′x)
]
. (40)
In (40) we have represented the matrix element 〈x|V (xˆ)|x′〉 as some average value V¯ (x, x′) of the
potential in the (x, x′) interval. Now while it is tempting to identify m(x′−x)2/2ǫ2− V¯ (x′, x) as the
classical Lagrangian LCL (and thus identify ǫLCL as the classical action SCL), one cannot initially
make such an identification since m(x′ − x)2/2ǫ2 − V¯ (x′, x) would only be the classical Lagrangian
appropriate to the infinitesimal time interval ǫ if x′ were infinitesimally close to x. However, the
propagator at time t′′ = t + 2ǫ is given by G(x′′, t′′; x, t) = i
∫
dx′G(x′′, t′′; x′, t + ǫ)G(x′, t + ǫ; x, t),
to thus involve an integration over all possible values of x′ and not just those infinitesimally close
to x. Nonetheless, as noted for instance in [32], the presence of the oscillating eim(x
′−x)2/2ǫ factor
in (40) then suppresses all values of x′ that are not infinitesimally close to x. Thus, as long as we
perform the subsequent x′ integration we can replace V¯ (x′, x) by V (x) and set
G(x′, t+ ǫ; x, t) = −iθ(ǫ)
(
m
2πiǫ
)1/2
eiSCL(x
′,x). (41)
Iterating G(x′′, t′′; x, t) = i
∫
dx′G(x′′, t′′; x′, t + ǫ)G(x′, t + ǫ; x, t) to a full (t, t′) time interval then
leads to the Feynman path integral formula in which one can represent G(x′, t′; x, t) as −iθ(t′ −
t)
∫
D[x]eiSCL[x] as summed over all classical paths that originate at x at time t and reach x′ at time
t′, with SCL[x] being the value that the classical action takes in each such path.
Now suppose we allow for the possibility that the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian. Now in this
case we can still represent the propagator as the matrix element −iθ(t′ − t)〈x|e−iH(t′−t)|x′〉, since
the Hamiltonian is still the generator of time translations. And again we can still insert com-
plete sets of energy eigenstates or complete sets of momentum eigenstates. For energy eigen-
states we must set
∑
i |Ri〉〈Ri|V =
∑
i |Ri〉〈Li| = I, and on making the identifications ψRi (x, t) =
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〈x|Ri(t)〉, ψLi (x, t) = 〈Li(t)|C|x〉 = Ci〈Li(t)|x〉 introduced above, we obtain G(x′, t′; x, t) = −iθ(t′−
t)
∑
i ψ
R
i (x)Ciψ
L
i (x
′)e−iEi(t
′−t). For momentum eigenstates, the momentum eigenstates will still be
complete, but with p and x possibly no longer being Hermitian, the [xˆ, pˆ] = i commutator would
instead be represented [23] by [eiθx,−ie−iθ∂x] = i where θ is an appropriate phase, and the position
operator eigenvalues x and x′ that label the states |x〉 and |x′〉 would no longer be real.26 In this
case (40), (41) and the Feynman path integral formula will all still hold, but now as evaluated on the
relevant complex coordinate space paths. As we see, using the momentum eigenstate approach we
can derive the path integral formula without needing to know what the closure relation for energy
eigenstates might be, and thus without needing to make any reference to the operator V at all.
While the above approach yields the path integral formula as output, i.e. start with a quantum
theory in a Hilbert space and evaluate −iθ(t′ − t)〈x|e−iH(t′−t)|x′〉, one can instead start with the
path integral as input and define quantization as given by the path integral. In this latter approach
one can define the quantum theory once and for all by defining the propagator as G(x′, t′; x, t) =
−iθ(t′− t) ∫ D[x]eiSCL[x,x′]. The utility of this latter approach is that one does not need to preassign
a Hilbert space. Rather, it is only after one has constructed G(x′, t′; x, t) via a path integral that
one then seeks to identify a Hilbert space and appropriate Hamiltonian in which G(x′, t′; x, t) can be
represented as a matrix element of the form iθ(t′−t)〈x|e−iH(t′−t)|x′〉. In this latter case the associated
Hilbert space norm is output rather than input, and for an appropriate −iθ(t′ − t) ∫ D[x]eiSCL[x,x′]
the associated Hilbert space could be the one associated with the PT theory norm rather than the
one associated with the standard Dirac norm.
To be more specific, if we quantize a theory via path integration, i.e. if we define a quantum
theory via a path integral, then since the path integration is only over classical paths, there is no
reference in it at all to Hermiticity or even to a Hilbert space for that matter. Since path integration
quantization is a pure c-number approach, from it one constructs not quantum operators themselves
but only their correlators or Green’s functions, i.e. one constructs c-number matrix elements of
quantum operators as evaluated in some appropriate Hilbert space basis states. Hermiticity can
thus enter physics if one is able to construct these same matrix elements using Hermitian operators
acting on a standard Dirac-norm Hilbert space. If one cannot construct matrix elements this way
then one is in a non-Hermitian quantum theory. Thus one has to ask what it is in a path integral
that would determine whether or not the associated quantum theory is a standard Dirac-norm
Hermitian theory.
While we have yet to provide a complete answer to this question, the answer would appear to
26Given only that [xˆ, pˆ] = i, the operator Sˆ(a) = e−iapˆ with constant a obeys [xˆ, Sˆ(a)] = aSˆ(a). Thus if |x〉 is an
eigenstate of xˆ with eigenvalue x, then Sˆ(a)|x〉 is an eigenstate of xˆ with eigenvalue x+ a. Since this analysis holds
for arbitrary a, the eigenspectrum of xˆ is continuous. Moreover, since it holds independent of whether a is real or
complex, for non-zero θ the eigenspectrum of the position operator will be complete on an appropriate contour in
the complex coordinate plane. Similarly, since the operator Tˆ (b) = eibxˆ obeys [pˆ, Tˆ (b)] = bTˆ (b), the eigenspectrum
of the momentum operator will equally be complete on an appropriate contour in the complex momentum plane.
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lie in the nature of the domain of the path integral measure that is needed for the path integral to
actually exist. From the cases that have so far been studied, a pattern has emerged. Specifically, for
standard Hermitian theories the domain is over real paths, while for non-Hermitian ones the needed
domain is over complex ones. When the path integral exists for a real basis of classical paths, we
are able to identify classical operators as the real eigenvalues of Hermitian quantum operators, with
path integration then being equivalent to standard canonical quantization. However, in PT theories
the needed domains are in the complex plane in so-called Stokes wedges [1] where the asymptotic
behavior of the theory is under control. For theories where the Hamiltonian is neither Hermitian
nor PT symmetric (i.e. theories in which there are decaying modes but no complex conjugate
growing ones), experience with pair production in an external electromagnetic field in the presence
of instantons [33] shows that the semi-classical approximation to the path integral also requires
complex paths.27 It thus appears that Hermiticity of operators is associated with path integral
measures that are real (measures that could of course be PT symmetric as well), while theories
whose path integral measures only exist in the complex plane have a much more general structure.
If one can associate a real path integral measure with Hermitian theories because Hermitian
operators have real eigenvalues, and if one needs to use a complex path integral measure in the
general non-Hermitian case, one has to ask what would be the indicator that one is in a non-
Hermitian case that is PT symmetric. The answer to this would appear to be that in the PT
case the Wick-rotated Euclidean path integral would (if the continuation exists of course) be real.
Specifically, since the secular equation for the eigenvalues is real in the PT case, the eigenvalues are
either real or appear in complex conjugate pairs, and when they do appear in complex conjugate
pairs they appear with complex conjugate wave functions [1]. Consequently, for real or complex
conjugate pairs the Euclidean path integral, which following [25, 26] and our analysis above behaves
as
∑
n ψ
R
n (x)Cnψ
L
n(x
′)e−Enτ at Euclidean time τ , is real. Thus a real measure and a real Euclidean
path integral is associated with a Hermitian theory, while a complex path integral measure but a
real Euclidean path integral is associated with a non-Hermitian but PT -symmetric theory.
7.2 Symplectic symmetry in classical mechanics
In the above we had noted that the very existence of a path integral is determined by the domain
of paths in a complex classical space for which the integration over the paths yields a finite answer.
Also we had noted that there was an invariance of the quantum-mechanical commutation relation
[x, p] = i to complex transformations of the form x→ eiθx, p→ e−iθp. In this section we relate these
two issues by showing that a complex invariance structure can also be found for Poisson brackets
in classical mechanics.
To be specific, we consider a classical system with n coordinates qi, n momenta pi, and generic
27The author is indebted to Dr. G. V. Dunne for informing him of this reference.
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Poisson bracket
{u, v} =∑i=n
i=1
(
∂u
∂qi
∂v
∂pi
− ∂u
∂pi
∂v
∂qi
)
. (42)
If we introduce a 2n-dimensional vector η and a 2n-dimensional matrix J defined as
η =
(
qi
pi
)
, J =
(
0 I
−I 0
)
, (43)
where I is an n-dimensional unit matrix, we can compactly write the generic Poisson bracket as
{u, v} = ∂˜u
∂η
J
∂v
∂η
, (44)
where the tilde symbol denotes transpose. If we now make a phase space transformation to a new
2n-dimensional vector ξ according to
Mij =
∂ξi
∂ηj
,
∂v
∂η
= M˜
∂v
∂ξ
,
∂˜u
∂η
=
∂˜u
∂ξ
M, (45)
then in these new coordinates and momenta the Poisson bracket takes the form
{u, v} = ∂˜u
∂ξ
MJM˜
∂v
∂ξ
. (46)
The Poisson bracket will thus be left invariant for any M that obeys the symplectic symmetry
relation
MJM˜ = J. (47)
If we introduce generators G defined according to M = eiωG, such generators will obey
eiωGJeiωG˜ = J, GJ + JG˜ = 0. (48)
Since the matrix J obeys J−1 = J˜ = −J , the generators will obey
G˜ = −J−1GJ = JGJ. (49)
Solutions to G˜ = JGJ can be broken into two classes, symmetric generators that anticommute with
J , viz. those that obey
G˜ = G, GJ + JG = 0, (50)
and symmetric generators that commute with J , viz. those that obey
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G˜ = −G, GJ − JG = 0. (51)
In N = 2n dimensions there are N(N−1)/2 symmetric generators and N antisymmetric generators,
for a total of N(N +1)/2 generators. These N(N +1)/2 generators close on the Lie algebra Sp(N),
the symplectic group in 2n dimensions. With the generic Lie algebra commutation relations being
of the form [Gi, Gj ] = i
∑
k fijkGk with real structure coefficients fijk, one can find representations
of the symplectic algebra in which all the generators are pure imaginary. Thus if, as is standard
in classical mechanics, one takes all angles ω to be real, canonical transformations effected by eiωG
will transform a real η into a real ξ.
However, since the algebra of the generators makes no reference to angles, invariance of the
classical Poisson brackets under canonical transformations will persist even if the ω are taken to be
complex. The Poisson brackets of classical mechanics thus possesses a broader class of invariances
than those associated with real canonical transformations alone since one can transform a real η into
a complex ξ and still preserve the Poisson bracket algebra. Consequently, with both the classical
Poisson brackets and the quantum commutators admitting of complex canonical transformations,
for every such complex transformation we are able to construct a canonical quantization with an
associated correspondence principle. Namely, for each canonically transformed Poisson bracket
we associate a canonically transformed quantum commutator, with each associated set of classical
coordinates being the eigenvalues of the associated transformed quantum operators.
Thus, with classical mechanics possessing complex symplectic invariances and not just real ones,
we can generalize canonical quantization and the correspondence principle to complex coordinates.
Thus instead of thinking of classical mechanics as being based on real numbers, we should think of
it as being based on c-numbers, viz. numbers that commute with each other but are not necessarily
real. Moreover, if we extend classical physics to a Grassmann space in which there are Grassmann
numbers that anticommute with each other, such Grassmann numbers would also be c-numbers,
and would become q-numbers when vanishing anticommutators are replaced by non-vanishing ones.
In such Grassmann spaces there would be an intrinsic dependence on the square root of minus one,
with complex numbers thus being natural in a purely classical world.28 Thus the general definition
of the classical limit of quantum mechanics is to replace q-numbers by c-numbers and not by real
ones.
28A familiar example of this would be the Majorana mass
∑
ψ˜αCαβψβ where the matrix Cαβ is the Dirac trans-
position matrix that effects C−1γµC = −γ˜µ. With Cαβ being antisymmetric, in the Majorana basis for the Dirac
gamma matrices where the components of the Majorana spinor obey ψ† = ψ, the Majorana mass takes the form (see
e.g. [34, 35]) ψ˜Cψ = −iψ1ψ4+iψ2ψ3−iψ3ψ2+iψ4ψ1. Thus ψ˜Cψ is only non-zero if the components of the Majorana
spinor obey the anticommuting ψαψβ + ψβψα = 0, and is only Hermitian if the square root of minus one factor is
present. A quantization of the Grassmann theory then replaces vanishing anticommutators by non-vanishing ones,
with the quantum-mechanical Dirac propagator being derivable [35] via a path integration over Grassmann paths.
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Now while classical mechanics contains this broad class of complex symplectic transformations,
they ordinarily play no role in physics since they contain no additional information that is not
already contained in the real symplectic transformations alone. However, this would not be the
case if we were to encounter some form of discontinuity when we continue into the complex coor-
dinate plane. In path integral quantization these discontinuities would occur if the path integral
only existed for a domain of classical paths that were not real. In a canonical quantization these
discontinuities would occur if quantum-mechanical wave functions are convergent in the domain
associated with some Stokes wedges and divergent in some other Stokes wedges. If the domain of
convergence includes the real coordinate axis we are in conventional Hermitian quantum mechanics,
and we can take the classical limit to be based on real numbers. However, if wave functions are only
convergent in Stokes wedges that do not include the real axis, we are in a non-Hermitian realization
of the theory. Now amongst such general non-Hermitian realizations there will be some that are
also PT realizations. We can therefore anticipate that the ones that are PT realizations are those in
which the classical domain for which the path integral exists and the quantum-mechanical domain
for which wave functions exist are either the same or related in some way.
To conclude this section we note that for the simple case of a 4-dimensional phase space (viz.
n = 2) the 4-dimensional transposition matrix C that is involved in charge conjugation of Dirac
spinors and effects C−1γµC = −γ˜µ can also play a role in symplectic transformations. In order to
be able to use a C that is, like J , antisymmetric, orthogonal, and composed of real elements alone,
we take C to be given by its representation in the Weyl basis of the Dirac gamma matrices, viz.
C =
(−iσ2 0
0 iσ2
)
. (52)
Then, if we now take η to be of the form
η =

p1
q1
q2
p2
 , (53)
we can write the Poisson bracket as
{u, v} = ∂˜u
∂η
C
∂v
∂η
, (54)
with the symplectic condition then being given by
MCM˜ = C. (55)
Moreover, since (55) would not be affected if we were to replace C by iC, we would then have an
operator iC whose square is one, to thus be reminiscent of the PT theory C operator described
earlier. In such a case it would be i{u, v} that would be defined as the Poisson bracket, and under
a canonical quantization the quantum commutator [uˆ, vˆ] would be identified with h¯ times it.
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7.3 PT symmetry and the Pais-Uhlenbeck fourth-order oscillator
In Sec. (7.1) we had discussed the possibility that for PT symmetric theories the path integral
measure would be complex and its Euclidean extension would be real. Here we briefly describe how
this possibility is realized in the completely solvable fourth-order Pais-Uhlenbeck oscillator theory
[36] studied in [23, 24, 25, 37]. For this theory the action is given by
IPU =
γ
2
∫
dt
[
z¨2 −
(
ω21 + ω
2
2
)
z˙2 + ω21ω
2
2z
2
]
, (56)
where there are two frequencies ω1 and ω2 and an overall coefficient γ that is a positive constant.
Since the action depends on three dynamical degrees of freedom (position, velocity, and accelera-
tion), the theory is constrained since the velocity has to serve as the canonical conjugate of both
the position and the acceleration. To rectify this one replaces z˙ by a new variable x, and via the
method of Dirac constraints constructs [38, 39] the Hamiltonian
HPU =
p2x
2γ
+ pzx+
γ
2
(
ω21 + ω
2
2
)
x2 − γ
2
ω21ω
2
2z
2, (57)
as based on two canonical pairs of variables (z, pz) and (x, px). If one replaces ω
2
1 and ω
2
2 by ω
2
1 − iǫ
and ω22 − iǫ, one finds [25] that because of the z2 term, the
∫
[dz]eiIPU path integral does not exist
in paths in which z is real. The path integral does however exist in the complex z plane in Stokes
wedges that contain the imaginary z axis. The Pais-Uhlenbeck theory thus has to be reinterpreted
as a PT theory with a non-Hermitian, but PT -symmetric, Hamiltonian HPU, and in consequence
the Pais-Uhlenbeck theory is unitary and free of any negative Dirac-norm ghost states [23]. The
eigenvalues of HPU are real, with its potentially unbounded from below −γω21ω22z2/2 term becoming
bounded when z is anti-Hermitian. (The γ(ω21 + ω
2
2)x
2/2 term will also be bounded from below
if, unlike z, x is Hermitian [23].) Since the energies are real and bounded from below, the deep
Euclidean path integral is both real and finite (no e−Enτ terms with En < 0), just as found in [37].
The Pais-Uhlenbeck fourth-order oscillator can be generalized to quantum field theory where it
is then based on the generic action
IS = −1
2
∫
d4x
[
∂µ∂νφ∂
µ∂νφ+ (M21 +M
2
2 )∂µφ∂
µφ+M21M
2
2φ
2
]
, (58)
with a generic scalar field φ(x). (The IPU action is the limit of IS in configurations with a fixed
momentum k¯ in which ω21 = k¯
2+M21 , ω
2
2 = k¯
2+M22 .) Given this action one obtains an equation of
motion
(−∂2t + ∇¯2 −M21 )(−∂2t + ∇¯2 −M22 )φ(x) = 0, (59)
a propagator of the form
D(k,M1,M2) =
1
(M22 −M21 )
(
1
k2 +M21
− 1
k2 +M22
)
, (60)
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a Hamiltonian of the form H =
∫
d3xT00(M1,M2) where
T00(M1,M2) = π0φ˙+
1
2
[
π200 + (M
2
1 +M
2
2 )(φ˙
2 − ∂iφ∂iφ)−M21M22φ2 − πijπij
]
, (61)
and canonical conjugates that obey
πµ =
∂L
∂φ,µ
− ∂λ
(
∂L
∂φ,µ,λ
)
= −(M21 +M22 )∂µφ+ ∂λ∂µ∂λφ, πµλ =
∂L
∂φ,µ,λ
= −∂µ∂λφ,
[φ(x¯, t), π0(x¯
′, t)] = ih¯δ3(x¯− x¯′), [∂0φ(x¯, t), π00(x¯′, t)] = ih¯δ3(x¯− x¯′). (62)
Because of the −(M21 +M22 )∂iφ∂iφ −M21M22φ2 term the Hamiltonian would be unbounded from
below if the scalar field is Hermitian. However, as shown in [25], the theory has a realization in
which the scalar field is anti-Hermitian, and in this realization the energy eigenspectrum is bounded
from below. In this realization one has to use the 〈Rj(t)|V |Ri(t)〉 norm, with this norm accounting
for the relative minus sign in D(k,M1,M2), with the theory consequently being unitary and ghost
free. As we see, PT -symmetry not only takes care of the unitarity of time evolution, it also takes
care of the negative Dirac norm ghost states by using a norm other than the Dirac one.
7.4 PT symmetry and stability
The quantum field-theoretic generalization of the Pais-Uhlenbeck fourth-order oscillator is also of
interest for another reason. As written, the fourth-order equation of motion given in (59) admits of
both positive and negative frequency solutions, and thus the fourth-order theory could potentially
possess negative energy instabilities. Now we recall that an analogous situation is encountered
in the second-order case where the second-order Klein-Gordon wave equation also possesses both
positive and negative frequency solutions. However despite this, the Klein-Gordon theory is stable
because its Hamiltonian (a conventionally Hermitian Hamiltonian) is positive definite, so that the
allowed energy eigenstates are associated with the positive frequency modes alone. Now, in and of
itself, this same stabilization technique does not initially work for the fourth-order case, since not
only does the wave equation have negative frequency solutions, if all the fields of the fourth-order
theory are Hermitian, the Hamiltonian associated with (61) would have negative energy eigenstates
and the theory would be unstable. However, if we take the scalar field, and hence its π0 conjugate
as well, to be anti-Hermitian rather than Hermitian, we can then reinterpret the Hamiltonian as
a positive definite PT -symmetric Hamiltonian,29 and can do so without jeopardizing unitarity,
with the theory then having no states of negative energy and no states of negative norm. We
thus recognize PT symmetry as the mechanism that generalizes the second-order Klein-Gordon
Hamiltonian stabilization procedure to higher-derivative theories.
29In configurations with zero linear momentum the −(1/2)M21M22φ2 term in (61) acts analogously to the
−(γ/2)ω21ω22z2 term in (57).
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A Distinguishing Hˆ and H˜ and the lack of uniqueness of V
To illustrate the distinction between the Hamiltonians Hˆ and H˜ introduced in Sec. (3) we take as
Hˆ the operator
Hˆ = a0σ0 + a1σ1 + a2σ2 + a3σ3, (A1)
with Hˆ being Hermitian if the otherwise arbitrary coefficients a0, a1, a2, a3 are all real. For illustra-
tive purposes we introduce a B operator of the form
B =
1
i
√
3
(σ0 + 2σ1), B
−1 =
1
i
√
3
(σ0 − 2σ1). (A2)
We have selected this particular B since for our purposes here we need only consider a B that is
general enough to be neither Hermitian nor positive, with the eigenvalues of this particular B being
−3i/√3 and i/√3. Given this B, we construct H = B−1HˆB, to obtain the non-Hermitian
H = a0σ0 + a1σ1 − σ2
3
(5a2 + 4ia3)− σ3
3
(5a3 − 4ia2). (A3)
From B we construct V = B†B and obtain
V =
1
3
(5 + 4σ1), V
−1 =
1
3
(5− 4σ1), (A4)
and with the eigenvalues of V being 3 and 1/3 confirm that V is a positive, Hermitian operator.
With this V we obtain
V HV −1 = a0σ0 + a1σ1 − σ2
3
(5a2 − 4ia3)− σ3
3
(5a3 + 4ia2), (A5)
and confirm that V HV −1 = H†. On setting V = G2 we construct an operator
G =
1√
3
(2σ0 + σ1), G
−1 =
1√
3
(2σ0 − σ1) (A6)
with G being a Hermitian operator with positive eigenvalues 3/
√
3 and 1/
√
3. With this G we
construct
GHG−1 = H˜ = a0σ0 + a1σ1 − a2σ2 − a3σ3, (A7)
and confirm that H˜ is Hermitian. Finally we evaluate BG−1 = −iσ1 and confirm that the operator
BG−1 that effects
BG−1H˜GB−1 = Hˆ (A8)
is unitary, just as required.
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In the above construction we started with a general Hermitian Hˆ and applied a similarity
transform on it to bring it to the non-Hermitian H = B−1HˆB. Now there was nothing special about
the B that we chose, and we could just as well have used any B. For any choice of Hamiltonian
that can be written as H = B−1HˆB where Hˆ is Hermitian, there must exist a positive, Hermitian
operator G that effects GHG−1 = H˜ where H˜ is Hermitian too.
It is also of interest to explicitly construct the P , T and C operators for this model. If we first
write H in the generic form
H = h0σ0 + σ · h (A9)
with energies E± = h0 ± (h · h)1/2, the energies will be real if h0 is real and h · h is real and non-
negative, i.e. if the real and imaginary parts of h = hR + ihR obey hRhR − hIhI ≥ 0, hR · hI = 0.
Following [7], we define
P =
σ · hR
(hR · hR)1/2 , T = K
σ2σ · hR × hI
(hR × hI · hR × hI)1/2 , C =
σ · h
(h · h)1/2 , (A10)
where K effects complex conjugation. Then on recalling that (σ ·A)(σ ·B)(σ ·A) = 2(σ ·A)(A ·
B) − (σ · B)(A · A), and that σ2σ = −σ∗σ2, we readily check that P 2 = I, T 2 = I, [P, T ] = 0,
[PT,H ] = 0, C2 = I, [C,H ] = 0, [C, PT ] = 0, just as required.
For these particular P , T and C operators we note that P and PC effect
PHP = H†, PCHCP = H†. (A11)
In addition we note that from (A10) we obtain
PC =
(hR · hR − σ · hR × hI)
(hR · hR)1/2(h · h)1/2 . (A12)
With the trace and determinant of PC being given by
Tr[PC] =
2hR · hR
(hR · hR)1/2(h · h)1/2 , Det[PC] = I, (A13)
we see that PC is a positive, Hermitian operator, just as required.
Specializing now to the particular Hamiltonian given in (A3), we identify
hR =
(
a1,−5a2
3
,−5a3
3
)
, hI =
(
0,−4a3
3
,
4a2
3
)
, (A14)
and confirm that hR · hI = 0, and that h · h = a21 + a22 + a23 is both real and non-negative. Since V
effects V HV −1 = H† we see that PV commutes with H . While PV could potentially serve as the
C-operator, to do so it would need to square to unity. However, on evaluating PV we obtain
PV =
1
3(hR · hR)1/2 (4h
R
1 + 5σ · h), (A15)
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with (PV )2 thus not being equal to one. To rectify this we note that any operator of the form
J = aσ0 + bσ · h will commute with H = h0σ0 +σ · h. The operator PV J will thus commute with
H as well. On choosing
a = −5bh · h
4hR1
= −5b(a
2
1 + a
2
2 + a
2
3)
4a1
,
b =
12hR1 (hR · hR)1/2
[16(hR1 )
2 − 25h · h](h · h)1/2 = −
4a1
[9a21 + 25(a
2
2 + a
2
3)]
1/2(a21 + a
2
2 + a
2
3)
1/2
, (A16)
we find that (PV J)2 = I, and can thus identify PV J with C. With these specific values of a and b,
we note that J is a positive, Hermitian operator. The reason why we needed to introduce the extra J
operator is that V is not uniquely defined. Specifically, from (14) we identified V = B†B. However,
given any J that commutes with H we could have written (14) in the form B†BJHJ−1B−1(B†)−1 =
H†, and then identified V = B†BJ . The overall normalization of V is thus not fixed by (14), and
we can therefore use this freedom to construct a C operator that not only commutes with H but
which is normalized to C2 = I as well.
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